Thursday Morning

[9] POSTER SESSION NORTH AMERICAN HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY Room: La Sala
Time: 8:00 AM–10:00 AM

9-c Karen Walker, William Marquardt, Victor Thompson, Michael Savarese and Chris Walser—The Underrepresented Mullet in SW Florida’s Archaeological Assemblages

[34] SYMPOSIUM ZOOARCHAEOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY: CASE STUDIES AND APPLICATIONS (Sponsored by SAA Zooarchaeology Interest Group) Room: 140 Aztec Time: 8:00 AM–12:00 PM Chairs: Justin Cramb and Isabelle Lulewicz

9:00 Isabelle Lulewicz, Victor Thompson, William Marquardt and Karen Walker—A Combined Bayesian and Zooarchaeological Approach to Understanding Local Histories of Socio-ecological Adaptation in Southwestern Florida, USA

[37] SYMPOSIUM ADVANCES IN THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE BAHAMA ARCHIPELAGO Room: 110 Galisteo Time: 8:00 AM–12:00 PM Chair: Mary Jane Berman

8:15 Christophe Snoeck, Rick Schulting, Michael Pateman, William Keegan and Joanna Ostapkowicz—Coming to the Islands: Strontium and Oxygen Isotope Investigation of Human Mobility in the Bahamian Archipelago
8:30 Michael Pateman and William Keegan—Lucayan Burials in the Bahama Archipelago
8:45 Rick Schulting, Joanna Ostapkowicz, Michael Pateman, William Keegan and Fiona Brock—Bones of the Lucayans: Radiocarbon dating of human remains from the Bahamian Archipelago
9:45 William Keegan and Michael Pateman—Archaic Age Bahamas? New perspectives from Long Island

10:00 Michelle LeFebvre, Lee Newsom, Rachel Woodcock, Andy Ciofalo and Michael Pateman—“Site” (LN-101), Long Island, Bahamas: Beads, Baking, and Burials, but Brief Occupations?

[41] GENERAL SESSION APPLYING ETHNOGRAPHY AND ETHNOHISTORY TO IMPROVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDING, PART II Room: 130 Cimarron Time: 10:00 AM–12:00 PM Chair: Matthew Rooney

10:45 Matthew Rooney—Chickasaws and Presbyterians: What Did It Mean To Be Civilized?

Thursday Afternoon

[70] SYMPOSIUM COMPLEX FISHER-HUNTER-GATHERERS OF NORTH AMERICA Room: 25 Navajo Time: 1:00 PM–3:45 PM Chair: Christina Sampson

1:00 William Marquardt—Are the Calusa Unique? Environmental Stewardship and Historical Contingency in the Pacific Northwest and Southwest Florida

3:00 Ginessa Mahar and Kenneth Sassaman—Stop Seeing Like a State: Relational Complexity among Small-Scale Societies of Gulf Coastal Florida (Who Routinely Gathered in Large Numbers)

Thursday Evening

[153] SYMPOSIUM FRONTIERS IN ANIMAL MANAGEMENT: UNCONVENTIONAL SPECIES, NEW METHODS, AND UNDERSTUDIED REGIONS Room: 19 Isleta Time: 6:00 PM–8:15 PM Chair: Martin Welker
7:30 **Nicolas Delsol**—Maya Butchers in Santiago de Guatemala: A Technological Analysis of the Disassembling of Cattle in Colonial Guatemala

[159] **SYMPOSIUM THE INTANGIBLE DIMENSIONS OF FOOD IN THE CARIBBEAN ANCIENT AND RECENT PAST** Room: 215 San Miguel Time: 6:00 PM–8:30 PM Chair: L. Antonio Curet

7:00 **Brittany Mistretta** and **Michelle LeFebvre**—Having Reservations: A Discussion on Recognizing the Dynamic Qualities of “Food” within Archaeological Contexts from the pre-Columbian Caribbean

[162] **SYMPOSIUM DISENTANGLEMENT: REIMAGINING EARLY COLONIAL TRAJECTORIES IN THE AMERICAS** Room: 130 Cimarron Time: 6:00 PM–8:45 PM Chairs: Clay Mathers, **Charles Cobb** and Robbie Ethridge

7:45 Robbie Ethridge and **Charles Cobb**—Chicasa and Soto: Toward a Continuum of Disentanglement

**Friday Morning**

[168] **POSTER SESSION ARCHAEOLOGY OF WOODLAND, MISSISSIPPIAN, AND RELATED TRADITIONS** Room: La Sala Time: 8:00 AM–10:00 AM

. 168-d **Kylie Williamson**, George Kamenov, **Neill Wallis** and John Krigbaum—Geochemical Analysis of Cremated Bone from River Styx

[185] **SYMPOSIUM FROM INDIVIDUAL BODIES TO BODIES OF SOCIAL THEORY: EXPLORING ONTOLOGIES OF THE AMERICAS** Room: 220 Ruidoso Time: 8:00 AM–11:00 AM Chairs: Maria Lozada and Gordon Rakita

8:30 **Neill Wallis** and John Krigbaum—Movement and Animacy of Bodies in Pre-Columbian Florida

[197] **SYMPOSIUM THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF OAXACAN CUISINE** Room: 235 Mesilla Time: 8:00 AM–11:45 AM Chair: Veronica Perez Rodriguez

8:45 Sarah Barber, Arthur Joyce, **Petra Cunningham-Smith** and Shanti Morell-Hart—Constituting the Divine: Coastal Cuisine and Public Places in the Formative-period Lower Río Verde Valley

**Friday Afternoon**

[245] **SYMPOSIUM COLORING THE WORLD: PEOPLE AND COLORS IN SOUTHWESTERN ARCHAEOLOGY** Room: 31 Santa Ana Time: 1:00 PM–4:30 PM Chairs: Michelle Turner and Lori Stephens Reed

4:00 **Charles Cobb**—Discussant

**Saturday Morning**

[298] **SYMPOSIUM CROSS-CULTURAL PETROGRAPHIC STUDIES OF CERAMIC TRADITIONS** Room: 23 Nambe Time: 8:00 AM–11:00 AM Chair: Mary Ownby

10:45 **C. Trevor Duke, Neill Wallis** and **Ann S. Cordell**—Pots with Purpose: Examining Mortuary Craft Specialization on the Late Woodland Gulf Coast

**Saturday Afternoon**
[348] SYMPOSIUM MIGRATION AND CLIMATE CHANGE: THE SPREAD OF MISSISSIPPIAN CULTURE Room: 16 Acoma Time: 1:00 PM–3:45 PM Chairs: Robert Cook and Aaron Comstock

3:30 Charles Cobb—Discussant

[352] SYMPOSIUM QUESTIONING THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PLANT AND ANIMAL DOMESTICATION Room: 22 San Juan Time: 1:00 PM–4:00 PM Chairs: Melanie Fillios and Greger Larson

2:30 Erin Thornton, Kitty Emery and Camilla Speller—The Environmental and Cultural Context of North American Turkey Domestication

[358] SYMPOSIUM SUPERNATURAL GAMEKEEPERS AND ANIMAL MASTERS: A CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE Room: 21 Jemez Time: 1:00 PM–4:15 PM Chair: Richard Chacon


[362] SYMPOSIUM RE-EXCAVATING LEGACY COLLECTIONS Room: 240 La Cienega Time: 1:00 PM–4:30 PM Chairs: Lindsay Bloch, Amanda Hall and Donna Ruhl

1:00 Lindsay Bloch—Rose Red-Filmed by Any Other Name: Pottery Typology and Genealogy in the Southeastern US
1:15 Elise LeCompte—The Paper Chase: Legacy Collections’ Records
2:30 Jenna Battilo, R.G. Matson and William Lipe—Tale of a Test Pit: The Research History of a Midden Column from the Turkey Pen Site, Utah
3:15 Nathan Lawres—Relatedness, Circularity, and Place-Centeredness in Belle Glade Artifacts: Reevaluating South Florida Collections from an Ontological Framework
3:30 Laura Van Voorhis, Ellen Lofaro, Neill Wallis and Donna Ruhl—Bioarchaeology Legacy Collections: Varying Perspectives, Perceptions, and Challenges
3:45 Donna Ruhl—The Hidden Voice of Forests: Revisiting Archaeobotanical Legacy Collections from Southeastern U.S. Shell Rings

[367] SYMPOSIUM THE ARCHAEOLOGIES OF CONTACT, COLONY, AND RESISTANCE Room: 115 Brazos Time: 1:00 PM–5:00 PM Chair: Matthew Schmader

2:45 Gifford Waters—The Spanish Missions of La Florida: Archaeologies and Histories of Contact, Colonization, and Resistance

Sunday Morning

[419] SYMPOSIUM CURRENT RESEARCH ON TURKEY (MELEAGRIS GALLOPAVO) DOMESTICATION, HUSBANDRY AND MANAGEMENT IN NORTH AMERICA AND BEYOND Room: 235 Mesilla Time: 8:00 AM–11:30 AM Chair: Cyler Conrad

8:00 Camilla Speller, Erin Thornton, Aurelie Manin and Kitty Emery—Exploring Turkey Exploitation and Management in the Maya Lowlands
8:15 Randee Fladeboe, Kitty Emery, Erin Thornton and Lori Phillips—Evaluating Turkey Wellness and Treatment in the Maya World